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Back-building squall-lines (BBSs) cause local heavy rainfalls and lead to natural
disasters. Therefore, better understanding BBSs would have a significant impact on
disaster prevention and mitigation. Although a conceptual maintenance condition
of BBSs is proposed by previous studies, the concept stands on a case study. We
clarified that a mesoscale moist area in water vapor front localizes the continuous
forming of new cells in the BBS and reinforced the concept with another case. A
numerical simulation of the heavy rainfall during July 11–12, 2010, in western
Japan was used to confirmation of the conceptual maintenance condition of the
BBS. We found that the new cells of BBS are continually formed at the confluence
zone of the synoptic-scale cold front and the mesoscale area with large water vapor
amount at low-level. It supports the conceptual maintenance condition, and the
mesoscale moist area in water vapor front is a distinct characteristic in this case.
The position where new cells are formed has been anchored by the mesoscale moist
area for 2 hr.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Quasi-stationary mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) so-
called as back-building squall-lines (BBSs) cause heavy
rainfalls over Japan and lead to natural disasters. In BBSs,
the convective cells are arranged in a line along the mid-
upper wind direction. Newer cells appear on the upwind
side, which is the opposite side of the cell motion (Bluestein
and Jain, 1985; Parker and Johnson, 2000). Environment of
rich low-level moisture is necessary for heavy rainfall
including BBSs, and mid-level moisture is also suitable con-
dition (Chuda and Niino, 2005; Tsuguti and Kato, 2014;

Unuma and Takemi, 2016). These environments tend to
develop in the early summer season from June to July called
as Baiu season. In Baiu season, BBSs are observed around a
stationary front, namely Baiu front (Yoshizaki et al., 2000;
Kato, 2006; Shinoda et al., 2009), because the southern part
of Baiu front has a rich low-level moisture. The north–south
gradient of water vapor (WV) amount is introduced as WV
front in Moteki et al. (2004a).

The large-scale environments of BBSs have been investi-
gated, however, the maintenance condition of BBSs is still
not clearly understood. Formation of new cells at upwind
side is essential to maintain back-building structure, and a
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condition to maintain continuous updrafts is necessary to
form new cells. In this study, the location where new cells
are formed is referred to as an initiation point. The initiation
point would have some mesoscale characteristics to localize
continuous updrafts. In some of the BBSs formed over
Japan, continuous updrafts are formed due to the effect of
topographic barriers (Yoshizaki et al., 2000). When the
effect of topography on BBS is not dominant, a convergence
affected by the temperature contrast over the synoptic-scale
front is a possible reason for the formation of an updraft
(Kato and Goda, 2001). Synoptic-scale front may cause
wind shear. Magnitude of wind shear over deep layer of tro-
posphere is significantly stronger for mature MCSs than for
weakening MCSs (Coniglio et al., 2007). However, the
synoptic-scale front is too large to specify the initiation

point. For enhancement of initiated convections, the
synoptic-scale front is not often sufficient and low-level
warm air advection is fundamental feature in growing MCSs
(Jirak and Cotton, 2007). Peters and Schumacher (2016) dis-
tinguished an internal (smaller-scale) environmental effect
from an external (larger-scale) environmental effect. They
found that the internal environments affect to become a
long-lasting MCS. Moteki et al. (2004a) proposed a concep-
tual maintenance condition of BBS in Japan, which is a con-
fluence zone of Baiu front and WV front. Similar conditions
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FIGURE 1 Radar/Raingauge-Analyzed Precipitation data provided by the JMA for the period from 03:00 JST to 05:00 JST on July 12, 2010 for (a-c). (d) is
an accumulated precipitation in the same period from 03:00 JST to 06:00 JST. A linear precipitation area with a south-west to north-east orientation is observed.
The broken line in (a) shows the surface location of the synoptic-scale cold front, on a weather map provided by the JMA, at 03:00 JST on July 12, 2010

TABLE 1 Computational domain settings

Items Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3

Domain arrangement Outermost Intermediate Innermost

Horizontal grid-spacing (km) 7.5 2.5 0.5

Vertical levels 48 60 80

Model top height (km) 30 28 24

TABLE 2 Summary of physics scheme used in the simulation

Items Settings

Microphysics Six-category one-moment bulk scheme (Tomita, 2008)

Radiation A correlated k-distribution scheme (Sekiguchi and
Nakajima, 2008)

PBL turbulence MYNN level 2.5 scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2009)

Land and sea
surface

A similarity scheme (Beljaars and Holtslag, 1991;
Wilson, 2001)

Land process A diffusion and bucket model

Sea process Slab Ocean model

Urban process A single layer urban canopy model (Kusaka et al., 2001)
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are found in BBSs over the northern Kyusyu area over Japan
(Kato, 2006). A mesoscale cold pool locally strengthens a
temperature gradient on Baiu front, and the temperature gra-
dient localizes the continuous updraft on the confluence
zone (Moteki et al., 2004b). However, this conceptual

maintenance condition is suggested based on a case study. A
cause for localization of continuous updraft has not been
fully understood yet. Therefore, a confirmation of conditions
in another BBS case is necessary to consolidate the concep-
tual maintenance condition.
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FIGURE 2 Horizontal distribution of simulated precipitation from 00:30 JST to 01:30 JST, July 12, 2010 for (a–c) and (e–g). (d) and (h) are accumulated
precipitation in the period from 00:00 JST to 03:00 JST. (a–d) are results in Domain 2; and (d–f ) are results in Domain 3. Vectors represent horizontal wind at
2 km height, but the vectors in (e–g) are horizontal wind anomalies relative to the area average of Domain 2 representing, a synoptic-scale environment. A
linear precipitation area that is similar to the observations is simulated. In (a) and (e), the red arrow indicates the location of the initiation point of new cells
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We selected a heavy rainfall event in western Japan in
July 2010. The typical back-building structure was found in
this event, while the precipitation magnitude of this event is
weaker than that in Moteki et al. (2004a). Figure 1 shows
the horizontal distribution of precipitation using Radar/Rain-
gauge-Analyzed Precipitation data provided by Japan Mete-
orological Agency (JMA). A quasi-stationary rainband with
a south-west to north-east orientation was observed, and the

rainband consisted of several BBSs. The rainband caused an
extreme precipitation rate of over 60 mm/hr and an accumu-
lated precipitation of more than 50 mm in 3 hr from 03:00
Japan Standard Time (JST) to 06:00 JST on July 12, 2010.
A Baiu front merged with a synoptic scale cold front was
analyzed on the weather map; it was located on the north of
the rainband over the Japan Sea. Southwesterly wind was
observed over the south of the Baiu front. These are
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FIGURE 3 Vertical-longitudinal cross section for hydrometeors amounts on the left and vertical wind speed on the right following the squall-line.
Hydrometeors are defined as the sum of the mixing ratios of cloud water, rain droplets, cloud ice, snow, and graupel at each level. Each cross section is along
the linear shape of squall-line, and the squall-line is determined subjectively by observing the precipitation for the period from 00:10 JST to 01:50 JST on July
12, 2010. Latitude and Longitude information are locations on the map in the left edge of each panel. Black arrows trace the movement of each cell
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consistent with synoptic-scale environments reported in
Moteki et al. (2004a). It was determined from 1 hr interval
snapshots of radar images that intense convections were
located on the south-western side of the BBS.

2 | NUMERICAL SIMULATION SETTINGS

We performed a numerical simulation of the BBS by using
one-way triple nested computational domains (Figure S1,
Supporting Information). The Scalable Computing for
Advanced Library Environment-Regional Model (SCALE-
RM; Nishizawa et al., 2015; Sato et al., 2015) was used for
the numerical simulation. SCALE-RM is well optimized to
use on massive parallel supercomputers, and can provide
possibilities for higher resolution simulation. Tables 1 and 2
show summaries of the computational domain settings and
the physics schemes, respectively.

The grid point value of the global spectral model pro-
vided by the JMA (GSM-GPV) for Japan area (1� grid

spacing with 30 levels, 3hr) were used as an initial condition
for all the domains and as a boundary condition for Domain
1. The boundary conditions for Domain 2 and Domain
3 were created by using the cost-effective online nesting pro-
cedure (CONeP; Yoshida et al., 2017). The integration
period was from 09:00 JST on July 10, 2010 to 09:00 JST
on July 12, 2010. A spin-up period of 24 hr was taken
before the occurrence of the heavy rainfall in order to orga-
nize the BBS in the model.

3 | OUTLINE OF THE SIMULATED BACK-
BUILDING SQUALL-LINE

Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of precipitation in
Domain 2 and Domain 3 from 00:30 JST to 01:30 JST on
July 12, 2010. Although the simulated rainband is formed a
little earlier and weaker than the observation, a distribution
of accumulated precipitation for 3 hr from 00:00 JST to
03:00 JST is similar to that observed in Figure 1d. The linear
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FIGURE 4 Positional relationship between cold fronts and moist air. Areas within green contours have a precipitation rate of 20 mm/hr (inner area is
hatched) and the red contours represent the temperature at 750 m height. A horizontal spatial filter of 100 km scale is applied to the temperature
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shaped structure and the quasi-stationary characteristic of the
rainband are simulated. In the simulation, an extreme precip-
itation rate of over 60 mm/hr was observed in Domain 3. A
thermodynamic profile and a wind profile are well simulated
comparing with the radio-sonde observation and the JMA
GSM-GPV data at the Fukuoka observation station
(Figure S2). As shown in Figure 2a–c, the weak northern
wind over the Japan Sea and the southwesterly wind in the
south area of the simulated rainband are found. At mid- and
upper-levels, the westerly wind prevails. The simulated rain-
band is consists of multiple BBSs similarly to the observed
rainband. In this study, we focused on the BBS locates at
upwind side in the rainband to avoid contaminations among
BBSs (indicated by a red arrow in Figure 2).

To investigate the detailed structure of the BBS, we drew
vertical cross section images for hydrometeors (Qhyd) and
vertical wind speed as shown in Figure 3. The Qhyd is the
sum of the mixing ratios of cloud water, rain droplets, cloud
ice, snow, and graupel. Cross sections are drawn along a
major axis of the linear shape of the BBS by subjectively
following the BBS based on precipitation distributions. It is
clear that the BBS is composed of multiple cells. The life-
time of each cell is approximately 60 to 80 min. Qhyd on the
western side of the BBS are concentrated at the mid-level
while those on the eastern side are concentrated at the upper-
level. An updraft from the low-level to upper-level is
observed on the western side. However, less significant
updraft is observed on the eastern side. Thus, new cells are
formed at the western end of the BBS and move eastwards
during its life; the cells located on the eastern side are older
than those on the western side. Therefore, we defined the
western end of the BBS as the initiation point. These cell
characteristics are consistent with those of the typical BBS
in Bluestein and Jain (1985).

4 | A CONDITION FOR MAINTAINING
UPDRAFT AT THE INITIATION POINT

The numerical model simulated a BBS, and updraft at the
initiation point was maintained. Some specific features trig-
gering and maintaining updrafts should be found around the
initiation point. First, we investigated the low-level thermo-
dynamic environment. Figure 4 shows the horizontal distri-
bution of WV and temperature at 750 m height in Domain
3. The initiation point is indicated by the yellow circle in
Figure 4a. The synoptic-scale cold front is found as two cold
fronts at 01:20 JST on July 12, 2010, as indicated by the
concentration of temperature contours in Figure 4a. The cold
fronts are found at temperatures around 293 and 295 K.
Over the south-westerly wind area in Figure 2e–g, WV
amount (specific humidity) is larger than 0.014 kg/kg. Fur-
thermore, the meso-scale moist area (MMA) is found in the
WV front. The area with WV amounts higher than the mean
WV amounts of the Domain 3 (0.016 kg/kg) is shaded in

Figure 4, and it corresponds to the MMA. The WV is
advected from the south-west by the low-level jet reported in
Nagata and Ogura (1991) and concentrated at the MMA.
That is, the initiation point is located over the mesoscale
confluence zone of the synoptic-scale cold fronts and the
MMA. The confluence zone is maintained from 00:10 JST
to 02:10 JST and the initiation point is located over the con-
fluence zone. In the confluence zone, a forced ascent would
be induced by the convergence of the synoptic-scale cold
fronts. The ascent flow would be accelerated by the diabatic
heating in the convection with rich WV. The confluence
zone might provide essential conditions for triggering and
acceleration of the updraft, and thus the updraft can be main-
tained at the confluence zone. Since the synoptic-scale cold
front moves south-eastward slowly and the MMA is quasi-
stationary, the confluence zone is almost stationary. There-
fore, the updraft occurs at the same point. The confluence
zone found in this simulation is similar to the conceptual

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5 Temporal composited images for specific humidity (color
scale), vertical velocity [m/s] (red contours), and temperature [K] (blue
contours). (a) is the parallel component and (b) is the orthogonal component
relative to the direction of the linear shape of the squall-line. Vectors show
flow fields on each plane. Temperature data are shown as anomalies relative
to the domain average. The composite center indicated as 0 km is defined as
the point at which the maximum vertical velocity is observed at the time in
the simulated squall-line represented by precipitation. Each center is
determined subjectively by observing the squall-line for the period from
00:10 JST to 02:00 JST on July 12, 2010 (12 snapshots)
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maintenance condition in Moteki et al. (2004a). In detail,
however, a mesoscale cold pool in the synoptic-scale front is
not found in this case, and the MMA is found in the WV
front. An interface between a synoptic-scale cold front and a
low-level warm air advection is emphasized as a significant
environment for MCSs development over the North America
by Augustine and Caracena (1994). This environmental con-
dition is similar to the confluence zone found in this study.

Next, we drew the vertical cross sections shown in
Figure 5 to confirm relationship between the updraft and the
mesoscale confluence zone. These are divided into a
parallel- and an orthogonal-component relative to the major
axis of the BBS linear shape. The direction of the major axis
was determined by the precipitation contour lines. Figure 5
is a temporal composite of 12 snapshots taken during the
period from 00:10 JST to 02:00 JST on July 12, 2010, cen-
tered on the location at which the maximum vertical velocity
was observed in the air column on the BBS. The location of
this center is determined subjectively. In the parallel compo-
nent (Figure 5a), the updraft is observed above the synoptic-
scale cold front. Although the maximum vertical velocity is
located at a horizontal distance of 0 km, the low-level
updraft can be found 20 km to the west. While a broad
updraft is observed in the parallel component, the updraft is
found at a particular area around the 0 km point in the
orthogonal component. This implies the BBS has narrow
structure in the north–south direction. Interestingly, WV is
also concentrated at the point of −20 km, where the MMA
is found. The maximum WV amount is 0.018 kg/kg for the
specific area between 0 and 20 km. Inflow from the south
(west) to the BBS is dominant than from the north (east).
The inflow passes through the MMA before reaches the
BBS. Furthermore, at slightly higher level than the inflow,
the synoptic-scale cold front is significant at a horizontal dis-
tance of 20 km with a large temperature gradient of approxi-
mately 2 K per 0.1�. These amounts are similar to that
observed over the Baiu front in Moteki et al. (2004a). The
confluence zone is also clearly found in the vertical cross-
sections in the area between 0 km and 20 km in
Figure 5b. These structures imply that the updraft is initiated
at the confluence zone. This is maintained for the period
from 00:10 JST to 02:00 JST on July 12, 2010. Since the
standard deviations of the composited samples are approxi-
mately 10% of the averaged value, the composited fields rep-
resent the mean structure of the simulated BBS. The images
imply that the process continuously occurs for this period
and reinforces the maintenance condition discussed above.

In this case, the MMA is newly found as the mesoscale
characteristic of the maintenance condition. We confirmed
the necessity of the MMA to maintain the BBS by a restart
experiment with a less WV condition (LWV) than the real
case. We call the original simulation as a control experi-
ment (CTL). The restart time was 00:00 JST on July
12, 2010, when the BBS was just organized. The mass of
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FIGURE 6 Result of a less water vapor experiment (LWV). (a) and (b) are
conditions of a restart simulation for Domain 2 and Domain 3, respectively.
A location of the BBS which is focused on is indicated by a rectangle in (b).
Color shade shows QVCTL at 750 m height. Contour is difference of
specific humidity (QV) at 750 m height at value of 0.001 kg/kg, and
hatched areas are larger difference than 0.002 kg/kg. (c) and (d) are
accumulated precipitation in the period from 00:20 JST to 01:40 JST on
July 12, 2010; (c) is control run (CTL), and (d) is LWV. A location of the
BBS which is focused on is indicated by a rectangle in (c), and the same
location is indicated in (d). (e) and (f ) are area averaged time series for QV
at 500 m height, low-level convergence (LC) at 500 m height, and W
(vertical velocity) at 3,000 m height. For lines colored by blue or red, solid-
lines and dashed-lines are area averaged values in the area of 20 km radius
and 100 km radius, respectively. W is area averaged in the area of 20 km
radius, and black solid-line and black dashed-line are for CTL and LWV,
respectively. The center of area averaging is decided by the BBS tracking in
a same manner of Figure 5
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WV is defined as ρQv kg/m3 (ρ is density, and Qv is WV
in specific humidity) and was decreased to the area mean
value, which is averaged in each computational domain at
the all levels in 0–4 km height. The difference of Qv from
LWV to CTL at 750 m height is shown in Figure 6a,b. Qv
is decreased in the limited area with high Qv in Domain
3 (Figure 6b). The east–west contrast of WV disappeared
by the decreasing process, but the north–south contrast of
WV was not eliminated. It is clear that a precipitation from
the BBS is not simulated in LWV shown in Figure 6d
comparing with Figure 6c. Vertical velocity is also weak
in LWV (Figure 6f ). It is confirmed by 10 min interval
snapshots that the BBS is rapidly decayed by 00:30 JST on
July 12 in LWV. The difference of Qv and in low-level
convergence between LWV and CTL is significantly larger
in 20 km area averaging values (solid-lines) than that in
100 km area averaging values (dashed-lines). Therefore,
the smaller-scale condition was altered by reducing WV
amount, but the larger-scale condition was not much modi-
fied. Peters and Schumacher (2016) also claimed that the
smaller-scale condition has larger effect to maintain the
MCS than larger-scale condition. To recognize the role
of Qv, we diagnosed acceleration terms of vertical
velocity (w) at the same location as Figure 6 by following
Fovell and Tan (1998). The governing equation is
∂w
∂t ¼ −V � rw− 1

�ρ
∂p

0

∂z + B
0
, same as Equation 1 in Fovell

and Tan (1998). The first term and the second term in the
right-hand side are vertical velocity advection (WADV) and
vertical pressure gradient (VPGA), respectively. �ρ is the
base-state density defined as a domain average value. B0 is
perturbation buoyancy (BUOY) defined as gðð�ρ− ρ0Þ=ρ0Þ,
where g is gravitational acceleration. p0 and ρ0 are perturba-
tion pressure and perturbation density defined as 20 km area
averaged values. To see the general feature, the values are
temporary and vertically averaged in the same time period as
Figure 6 and in updraft levels (from 3.25 to 7.75 km height).
BUOY terms are 1.9 × 10−2 ms−2 in CTL and
8.2 × 10−3 ms−2 in LWV, whereas VPGA terms are
2.1 × 10−2 ms−2 in CTL and 4.1 × 10−2 ms−2 in LWV.
BUOY term in LWV is one order smaller than that in CTL.
WADV terms are three orders less than other terms. There-
fore, the less Qv condition in LWV leads to less vertical
acceleration by buoyancy than CTL and the updraft would
not be enough accelerated in LWV to maintain the BBS.
This implies that the MMA, that is, local contrast of WV is
necessary to maintain the BBS in this case.

5 | SUMMARY

Moteki et al. (2004a) suggested a conceptual maintenance
condition for the BBSs, which is a confluence zone between
the Baiu front (temperature gradient) and the water vapor
front. However, the conceptual maintenance condition is

ground on the case study, and the updraft localization has not
been fully understood. We confirmed the conceptual mainte-
nance condition in another BBS case during June 11–12,
2010, in western Japan by carrying out a numerical simula-
tion. The updraft at the initiation point of the simulated BBS
is maintained over the confluence zone of the synoptic-scale
cold fronts and the mesoscale distinctive moist area at low-
level. In a sensitivity experiment with locally decreased water
vapor, the simulated BBS was not maintained. This suggests
that a mesoscale distinctive moist area is essential to maintain
the simulated BBS in this case. This simulated BBS and its
condition support the conceptual maintenance condition of
Moteki et al. (2004a). A cold pool, that is, a local minimum
of temperature in a cold front emphasized in Moteki et al.
(2004b) is not observed in this case.
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